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ABSTRACT

The requirement that dynamical friction by massive neutrinos
not damp out all peculiar motions of galaxies places a weak upper
bound of about 100 eV on the sum of masses of neutrinos which were
once in equilibrium with the cosmic microwave radiation background.

INTRODUCTION

There has been much recent interest in neutrino masses in
cosmology, as massive neutrinos can reconcile the large mass density
required by the virial theorem applied to the dynamics of clusters
of gal axi es and the sma 11 er upper bound on the baryon densi ty
inferred from cosmoloqical helium synthesis. l Neutrinos which were
in equilibrium early in the universe and which decouple at
kT ~ (few) MeV are roughly as abundant as photons today, whereas
there is only one baryon per 109 photons, so even a small neutrino
mass can contribute significantly to the total mass density of the
universe. If the neutrinos are light enough to be bound to large
clusters but not to individual galaxies, thus providing a "natural"
explanation of the increasing mass-to-light ratio seen with
increasing length scale, then galaxies are in some sense test
particles moving in a sea of neutrinos which define the gravitation
al potential. That these test particles are in fact moving, that
galaxies have peculiar velocities relative to the cosmological ex
pansion, allows us to place an upper limit on ffiv' for in this
situation the motions are damped by a process which has become
known as dynamical friction.

DYNAMICAL FRICTION

As a massive object moves through a distribution of lighter
Objects, it deflects gravitationally those bodies which pass near
it, with an exchange of momentum ~p~ = mv sinG, ~PI I = mv (1 - cosO),
~here m and v are the mass and asymptotic velocity of the light
particle, and 0 is the deflection angle. SummarizinlJ over a large
number of collisions, there is no average transverse force, but
there is a net transfer of momentum in the loqitudinal direction.
This is the effect called dynamical friction, first studied by
Chandrasekhar2 in the context of stellar clusters. In our picture,
the time scale of dynamical friction is
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From the momenturr. distribution,

T .. 5 X 1019 sec [E (g/2) (mj1eV)F(x)1-1 (5)

F(x) : (~~(3)]-1 f~ x2dx(ex + 1)-1, (4)

10001.0 10 100
Lm, (eVl

10'610:1.1---to~-;-;;------~- I

Dynamical friction lifetime as a function of neutrino mass.

DISCUSSION

Due to the wide ranges of values for the parameters involved,
the limit from dynamical friction can not be regarded as anything
but a suggestion. Some manifestations of such an effect actually
occurring have seen: at the centers of certain c1as5es of rich
clusters of galaxies there are bright but dispersed, low surface
brightness galaxies, called type cD, which are believed to be
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RICH CLUSTERS

The origi na1 objectiveS was to try to obtain t i qhter limits by
usir.g clusters of ga1axies, where densities and velocities are
much higher. Unfortunately, in this case we have no direct know
ledge of p in terms of m except by assuming neutrinos have the
~ame density contrast seeX in the galaxy distribution. The prob1em
is further complicated by hav~ng density a function of positron
rather than uniform. Results are of the same order of magnitude.
as might be expected: in forming a cluster, linear separations
become smaller by some factor, but to conserve the phase space
occupied, velocities must be amplified by the same factor. Thus.
pJV 3 and v Iv remain roughly constant, and the lifetime as well.
'g g v

Fig. 1.

that the decay. time be not too much shorter than the age of the
universe, so that peculiar velocities of galaxie~ are not da~ped
completely, we obtain Emv ~ 100 eV.

(2)

(1): l ~: 4nG 2M p V -3 1nA F(Vg) ,
vg dt g V 9

N, : (exp(pvc/kTv) + 1]-1.

,- 1

Figure 1 shows T vs. rnv for gv : 2, assuming only one heaviest
neutrino species dominates. Also plotted are two bounds on the
lifetime of the universe. With a Hubble constant
H : 50 Iu:I S_I Mpc- I and 110 : ot» i t '" 0, t .. 6 X 1017 s , while fromo en
H
o

• 100 k. S-I Mpc- I and 110 '" 1, t .. 2 X 101 7 s. Fra- requirinq

with x .. m'JYgc/kTv, is the final factor in equation (1). For x » 1,
F: 1 - 0(x2e- X ) , while as x + O. F + 2X3/9~(3).

Thus, we have the dynamical friction lifeti~e,

This gives a nUlltler density ni : i ~(3)n-2 g. (kTvlhc)3 for each
species [~(3) .. 1.20206]. Electrons and posilrons annihilate after
neutrinos decouple, heating the photons; from conservation of
entropy T.' : AT/ «, .. 2.7°K today). Thus,

0v .. 9.7 X 10- 3 2 9 cm- 3(Egm/l eV). (3)

Unfortunately, from the start none of these pararr~ters are well
determined, not because of any measuring difficulty but because of
a large intrinsic spread in values. As "typical· values, I take
"9 ~ 4 x 10"g and v ~ 100 km S_I (ref. 4). The galaxy distribu
tlon is clumpy! but ~he average space density of galaxies is
~9 ~ 0.02 Hpc- (1 Mpc" 3.086 X 102 ' em), while·the average size of
a galaxy is of order 10 kpc (again ref. 4), so h ~ 100.

7he phase space distribution N of neutrinos is assumed to be
known. as once neutrinos decouple they propagate freely with
moment~ reshifted by the cosmological expansion:

where v and M are the speed and mass of a galaxy, p is the mass
densitygof neu~rinos (by assumption the dominant cont~ibution to the
total density), A is the ratio of maximum and minimum impact para
meters, and F is the fraction of neutrinos with Vv < vg (0 ~ F ~ 1).

ASTROPHYSICAL DATA



crea:ed by the merger of ~30 smaller galaxies. 6 rurther, maSSES
~s large as 100 eV would allow neutrinos to bind to individual
9a~a~ies, no longer providing the uniform background assumed above.
~oweier, it is a striking coincidence that the limit calculated
here, with all the uncertainties involved, is similar to those
:rorr. other cosmological considerations, and even hints from
:'~n:!;:>oi nt measurements.
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ABSTRACT
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See D.N. Schramm, "Cosnoloqy and The Big Bang", and M.S. Turner,
"Cosmo1ogi ca1 Li mits on the NUirber of Neutri no Types in Li ght
of Non-Zero Neutrino Masses". these proceedi ngs.

S. Q-,andrasekhar, Ap.J. 97, 251 (1943).

Statistically, only neutrinos with v.. < v provide a net drag.
Fast neutrinos provide rando~ (sma11Y impH1ses which aVEra~e
to zero.

';'H~ ::,~~Y~' ,"u' quantities, 3d. ed.. (Ath1on e Press,

Matt Crawford, unpublished.

Calculation of the reactor associated antineutrino and electron
spectra is reviewed and various theoretical spectra are compared to
each other and to experimental electron spectra. The available
data on reactor antineutrino induced reactions are compared to
theoretical expectations. It is concluded that the charged current
proton reaction results do not indicate (with one notable exception)
neutrino oscillations, in contradiction to the evidence based on
the deuteron disintegration reactions.

It is obvious that the only method allowing us to learn some
thing about neutrino masses smaller than about 10 eV is the study
of neutrino oscillations. Nuclear reactors are a favorable place
for such a study. They provide quite a large flux of electron
antineutrinos, namely

S. :ee J.P. Ostriker, "Dynamical Evolution of Galaxies in
Clusters", in The evolution of Galaxies and Stellar Populations,
ed. B.M. Tinsley and R.B. Larson, (Yale University Printing
Service, Conn., 1977).

F(V !cm2s) ~ 1.5 x 10 1 2 P!L 2
•e

(l)

Here P is the reactor thermal power in MW and L is the distance to
the detector in meters. Besides, the neutrino energy is small,
E • 2-8 MeV, and the figure of merit for oscillations, L!E, is
very advantageous.

There are, however, also problems. Due to the low energy one
can study only the disappearance of antineutrinos. Thus in order
to prove the existence of oscillations, one has to know or deduce
the expected signal without oscillations. This could be achieved
in tHree ways:

a) Use a movable detector and observe deviations (possibly
energy dependent) from the 1/r2 dependence. Such a device will not
be available for another year. Even when it becomes available, one
has to know how to treat the (relatively small) time dependence of

~




